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ABSTRACT: 
Aircraft morphing technology aims to improve both aerodynamic and power 
efficiency of aircrafts by eliminating traditional control surfaces and implementing 
uniform wings with seamless shape changing ability. Design of successful morphing 
wings is very challenging because of the conflicting requirements to integrate 
morphing systems in the wings while maintaining a stiff and lightweight structures 
compared to traditional wings. In this presentation, successful designs of unmanned 
aerial vehicle (UAV) morphing wings that were developed in the last four years at 
CSUN will be presented. This includes (1) a UAV span morphing wing design with 
telescoping carbon fiber spars and a zero Poisson’s ratio honeycomb substructure, 
(2) camber-morphing UAV tail stabilizers actuated using shape memory alloy wires, 
and (3) a fully morphing UAV, called MataMorph-2, that features twist-morphing 
wings and camber-morphing tail stabilizers. Research challenges will also be 
discussed.  
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